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Abstract. In this paper, we proposed a novel symbolic controller with PID 
(proportional integral derivative) feedback for locally linearized system. The 
state-space of this system is analyzed in Brunovsky coordinates, and then a 
practical control structure which combines symbolic controller and PID control-
ler is presented. Series of Experiments on an inverted pendulum are conducted, 
and the results show the feasibility and efficiency of our proposed structure. 
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1   Introduction 

For a wide class of systems, symbolic control was proved to be an effective method in 
dealing with linear system with feedback encoding. It can reduce the cost of commu-
nication and storage resources [1], and solve the kinematic and dynamic constraints 
simultaneously [2]. 

Symbolic control is based on the exact discrete-time linear models of control  
systems. On the contrary to the linear system, it is not possible to obtain the exact 
models of nonlinear system. Tabuada proposed methodology worked for nonlinear 
control systems based on the notion of incremental input-to-state stability [3].  
However, as to the locally linearized system, the non-linear effects can be treated as a 
kind of turbulence and be damped by continuous PID feedback control, as the rest of 
this paper shows. 

2   Symbolic Control 

Symbolic control is inherently related to the definition of elementary control events, 
whose combination allows the specification of complex control actions [1]. Letters 
from the alphabet { }σ2,...σ1,=Σ  can be utilized to build words of arbitrary length.  

A. Bicchi, A. Marigo, and B. Piccoli, introduce a feedback encoding as the Fig.1 
shows. In this encoder, an inner continuous (possibly dynamic) feedback loop and an 
outer discrete-time loop-both embedded on the remote system-are used to achieve 
richer encoding of transmitted symbols[2]. 
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